Solid-State NMR Investigations of Carbon Dioxide Gas in Metal–Organic Frameworks: Insights into Molecular Motion and Adsorptive Behavior
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ABSTRACT: Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) methods have been routinely used for the characterization of both the structure and the dynamics of metal organic frameworks (MOFs), a collection of porous media investigated for potential applications in carbon capture technologies, selective separation of small molecules, and catalysis.1 The use and development of SSNMR techniques that enable the nondestructive characterization of the adsorbed behavior have become essential steps in bettering our understanding of MOFs and are often complementary to traditional methods of structural characterization. This Review aims to give a brief introduction to the relevant concepts of SSNMR and the methods employed when investigating the phenomenon of adsorbed carbon dioxide gas in MOFs. We summarize the published SSNMR literature on CO2 in MOFs, as well as highlight the best experimental practices when working with these complex systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Understanding Gas Dynamics in MOFs

One of the most promising classes of solid adsorbate materials for CO2 capture technologies are metal–organic frameworks, MOFs.2 These materials consist of a diverse set of secondary building units (SBUs) typically comprised of metal oxide clusters and organic monomers that self-assemble into a network of coordination bonds, yielding a porous framework. Researchers can “tune” both the metals and the SBUs to facilitate control of pore size, pendant chemistry, and geometry3,4 so as to directly influence material properties and performance in a particular application. For example, many researchers have begun to design and modify SBUs to enable favorable host–guest interactions in MOFs for carbon capture and storage technologies.5 Experimental techniques that allow for methodical characterization of host–guest interactions, however, are needed to develop structure–property relationships for MOF–CO2 systems. Methods such as adsorption isotherms, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) are...
often used to probe the thermodynamics describing these interactions, but these methods have limitations when seeking to inclusively understand thermodynamics, kinetics, and transport of CO₂ in MOFs to improve materials design.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has proven capable of observing fluctuations of local bonding environments in MOF–adsorbate systems, often yielding information about local interactions and the motion of the adsorbed molecules. Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) has been successful in characterizing the structure of MOF frameworks and has been previously employed toward the elucidation of the structure of catalysts and catalytic processes. This Review will focus on introducing the fundamentals of SSNMR for describing adsorbed CO₂ and how this understanding discerns the intricacies of physisorption processes in various classes of MOFs. We will discuss how SSNMR has been essential for the determination of adsorption site(s) and mechanism(s), as well as the molecular dynamics associated with the bound sorbate. This information improves the design of MOFs function as a material for carbon capture technologies.

1.2. Introduction to Solid-State NMR of Adsorbed CO₂

SSNMR may capture local dynamics through interpretation of NMR observables such as chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), dipolar and quadrupolar interactions, as well as motion-dependent NMR observables such as the spin–spin relaxation time (T₂), and spin–lattice relaxation time (T₁) and self-diffusion coefficients. Although difficult to interpret, these observables can provide a clear description of the CO₂–framework interactions. SSNMR is best known as a structural characterization tool, and this Review will focus on the SSNMR characterization of host–guest interactions and its contribution toward understanding the CO₂ adsorbed in MOFs. To begin, we reintroduce some basic concepts that enable the use of SSNMR, omitting for the sake of brevity information on the origins of NMR spectroscopy, which can be found elsewhere. Most important, however, is the chemical shift interaction as it affords the association of observed spectral resonances with the local bonding environment of the nuclei being observed.

In diamagnetic solids, the chemical shielding interaction is usually a nonisotropic property deriving from the electronic shielding or deshielding of the nucleus in the applied NMR magnetic field. The local magnetic field at a given nucleus is modified by the electronic structure of the molecule or solid and possesses a directionality and a magnitude best described by an absolute shielding tensor, σ, that determines the total contribution to the overall magnetic field felt by the observed nucleus.

\[ B_i = (1 - \hat{\sigma})B_0 \]  

(1)

The shielding tensor \( \hat{\sigma} \) may be thought of as the difference between the frequency of the bare nucleus and the nucleus in a chemical environment (chemical bonds, molecules in solution, solid crystals, etc.). The second-rank chemical shielding tensor \( \hat{\sigma} \) is fixed in the molecular frame via the principal axis system (PAS); the isotropic chemical shielding is calculated from the on-diagonal values of the diagonalized shielding tensor \( \sigma_{11}, \sigma_{22}, \sigma_{33} \) as shown in Figure 1. The largest component of the shielding tensor, \( \sigma_{11} \), is defined by convention to be along the z-axis of PAS, while \( \sigma_{12} \) and \( \sigma_{13} \) are along the x- and y-axes, respectively. A completely unshielded nucleus has a resonance frequency associated with the Larmor frequency, \( \omega_0 = B_0\gamma \); the shielding tensor contributes to a shift in the observed resonance frequency \( \omega = B\gamma \), where \( B \) is given by eq 1 and \( \gamma \) is the tabulated nuclear magnetogyratic ratio, a property of the atomic nucleus.
The NMR community typically uses chemical shifts (symbol $\delta$) and not shielding as the way to express and analyze experimental data. These shifts are calculated as the difference between the observed NMR frequency, $\omega_o$, and a reference frequency, $\omega_{0ref}$ taken from an IUPAC standard compound.\textsuperscript{19} Chemical shifts are dimensionless and reported in ppm (parts per million) of the overall magnetic field, $\delta_i = 10^6 \left\{ \omega_{0ref} - \omega_i \right\} / \omega_{0ad}$.

The shielding tensor $\hat{\sigma}$ in eq 1 is then replaced with the chemical shift tensor $\hat{\delta}$.

It is tempting to eschew the linear algebra associated with tensor quantities such as chemical shifts. In the description of surface-adsorbed molecules, and CO$_2$ in particular, this is ill-advised as the rotational dynamics of CO$_2$ on surfaces underpins the energetics of adsorption, desorption, and transport. Fortunately, we can succinctly deal with this by recalling that the second-rank shift tensor $\delta$ is described by a $3 \times 3$ matrix. This matrix is further decomposed into the sum of three submatrices, with each submatrix being identified by how it transforms under rotation in real space (hence the connection to molecular dynamics).

To see how these rotations are expressed, consider an arbitrary chemical shift tensor $\hat{\delta}$:

$$\hat{\delta} = \begin{pmatrix} \delta_{11} & \delta_{12} & \delta_{13} \\ \delta_{21} & \delta_{22} & \delta_{23} \\ \delta_{31} & \delta_{32} & \delta_{33} \end{pmatrix}$$

The trace $Tr\hat{\delta} = \sum_i \delta_{ii} = \delta_{11} + \delta_{22} + \delta_{33} = \delta_0$ is easily calculated and may be subtracted from the original $\hat{\delta}$ to yield:

$$\hat{\delta} = \hat{\delta}_0 + \hat{\delta}_{\text{remainder}}$$

The elements of $\hat{\delta}_0$ are such that its trace is that of $\hat{\delta}$, but its other components are zero.

Consider the remainder matrix. The off-diagonal elements of this tensor, $\hat{\delta}_{ij}$ and $\hat{\delta}_{ji}$, need not have the same value. One may write, however, an antisymmetric and a symmetric combination of these:

$$\hat{\delta}_i^a = \frac{1}{2}(\hat{\delta}_{ij} - \hat{\delta}_{ji})$$

and

$$\hat{\delta}_i^s = \frac{1}{2}(\hat{\delta}_{ij} + \hat{\delta}_{ji})$$

When added together, these give the appropriate off-diagonal element of $\hat{\delta}$. One may assign a value of zero to each diagonal element $\hat{\delta}_i^s$ and a value $\hat{\delta}_i - \hat{\delta}_i^a/3$ to the diagonal elements of $\hat{\delta}$. As a result, one sees that the original tensor of rank two can be parsed into three, each of which behaves under rotation in a certain way:

$$\hat{\delta} = \hat{\delta}_0 + \hat{\delta}_i^a + \hat{\delta}_i^s$$

As we have seen, $\hat{\delta}$ transforms under rotations like a scalar, which is to say that it is unaffected by rotations. The second term, $\frac{1}{2}(\hat{\delta}_{ij} - \hat{\delta}_{ji})$, has the form of a cross product between two vectors, so it transforms under rotation like a vector. The totally symmetric, traceless tensor, $\frac{1}{2}(\hat{\delta}_{ij} + \hat{\delta}_{ji})$, has six independent parameters, three off-diagonal elements, and three diagonal elements. However, because the trace has been subtracted off, there are only five independent elements.

The original tensor $\hat{\delta}$ had nine independent Cartesian elements. In the representation as a sum of $\hat{\delta}_{ii}$, $\hat{\delta}_{ij}$, and $\hat{\delta}_{ij}^a$ tensors, it still has nine independent elements, but they are parsed into parts that have specific symmetry properties under rotation. In particular, each looks like an object having angular momentum equal to 0 (scalar), 1 (vector), and 2 (tensor), respectively. It is beyond the scope of this Review to dwell further on the quantum mechanics of angular momentum, but a theorem in quantum mechanics shows that the vector (antisymmetric) components of the chemical shift tensor are not observable in standard NMR experiments. The scalar is unaffected by rotations, and the symmetric components transform under rotations such as spherical harmonics of rank 2 that contain the second-order Legendre polynomial $P_2 \cos \theta$.

These transformation properties become important when the NMR-observed molecules undergo rotation as part of their adsorption dynamics, and/or when the sample is mechanically rotated by the experimenter. The latter case is known as “magic angle spinning” (MAS) wherein the sample is rapidly rotated at the angle 54.7° relative to the applied magnetic field. This angle is the root of $P_2 \cos \theta(\cos^2 \theta - 3) = 0$ and results in averaging to zero the symmetric component of the chemical shift tensor. All that remains under MAS is the scalar portion of the chemical shift, that is, $\delta_{0a} = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}(\delta_{11} + \delta_{22} + \delta_{33})$,\textsuperscript{17} the same shift as one would observe in liquid-state NMR where fast Brownian motion yields only the isotropic elements of the shielding tensor.\textsuperscript{20} In the case of CO$_2$, this yields a single observed or isotropic chemical shift of about 128 ppm (relative to the shift standard TMS: tetramethylsilane) for gas or liquid NMR spectrum. In the case of a chemisorbed molecule, however, random motions may not be significant enough to completely average away nonisotropic components of the chemical shielding tensor. In these cases, the observed spectrum maps the orientation-dependent angular motion (e.g., rotation about a C$_3$ axis) onto the second-rank shielding tensor, yielding “powder patterns” that are modified from the static, rotationally constrained ones.

Historically, there are multiple conventions employed to describe the anisotropy of the chemical shift tensors in reference to the molecular frame. The most common convention used for CO$_2$ in the MOF literature is the “Hersfeld–Berger” convention.\textsuperscript{19} In the Herzfeld–Berger convention, the three components used to describe the anisotropy of chemical shift tensor are the span $\Omega = \delta_{11} - \delta_{33}$, the isotropic chemical shift value $\delta_{0a}$, and the skew $\kappa = \frac{3(\delta_{0a} - \delta_{11})}{\Omega}$, which orders the respective values of the chemical shift tensor components $\delta_{11} \geq \delta_{22} \geq \delta_{33}$. In this Review, all data collected use this “Hersfeld–Berger” convention, although a few papers are discussed exclusively in other conventions. The notation in Figure 1 for the characteristic terms of the chemical shift interaction follows this IUPAC convention.

The linear nature of the carbon dioxide molecule\textsuperscript{22} facilitates the interpretation of NMR powder patterns in terms of the dynamic reorientation of the molecule. The z-axis of the PAS is assigned to be parallel to the carbon–oxygen bond, and when the molecular axis of rotation is pinned along one of the oxygen atoms, the deduction of reorientation at adsorption sites within the framework\textsuperscript{23} is straightforward (Figure 2). This simplification, when paired with NMR simulation software,\textsuperscript{24} can quantitatively reproduce experimental spectra. When CO$_2$ molecules are not chemisorbed to the surface, physisorption
results in the molecule attaching and detaching at a frequency dictated by the energetics of framework–guest interactions. In these circumstances, adsorbate–MOF powder patterns are a sum of resonances emanating from each molecule as differentiated by the specific combination of molecular motions and relative orientations.

1.3. Simulation Software for Analysis of Spectra

Comparison of experimental and simulated powder patterns as a function of temperature is often used to assess the energetics of molecular motion, including the preferred adsorbed molecular orientation and its influence on adsorbate mobility in the pore. Molecular motions such as rotation, wobbling, pendulum-like swinging, or hopping between adsorption sites affect the observed spectra, where the type of motion and the rate of the motion can cause either narrowing or broadening of the recorded powder patterns. Although there are many ways to simulate orientation- and motion-dependent behavior of linear CO$_2$, we choose to highlight two of the most commonly used software packages for these applications: a MATLAB-based package called EXPRESS and the Tcl/C-based package SIMPSON. EXPRESS functions as a "computerized spectrometer" that allows for the numerical simulation of SSNMR observables wherein the user inputs the desired experiment, the number of spins, and some of the details for numerically sampling the differing orientations of molecular, PAS, and motional axes. SIMPSON numerically evaluates the Louiville von-Neumann equation of motion for the density matrix of a large ensemble of spins. This differential equation effectively describes the time equation of motion for nuclear spins subject to time-dependent nuclear spin interactions, for example, the chemical shift tensor in the presence of molecular motion and the presence of RF pulses. The advantage of SIMPSON is that it provides a series of files that list of orientations over which the equations of motion may be averaged to represent the observed chemical shift powder pattern. EXPRESS allows users to use a GUI to implement simulations of NMR spectra; yet because it is MATLAB-based, it also affords user-input and modification directly using this popular software. The advantage of EXPRESS is that it enables easy inclusion of the site-to-site “jump” dynamics that often describe adsorbed gases; it also applies inhomogeneous broadening due to fast or slow exchange between these preferentially occupied sites, thereby allowing for direct comparison to experimental spectra. EXPRESS allows the user to input the posited orientations of the nuclear spin system and to modify the respective population between these orientations. Figure 2 shows how rapid, uniaxial rotation of the CO$_2$ about a single oxygen atom bonded to the surface yields simulated powder patterns on the basis of the angle of the uniaxial rotation. The right-hand side of Figure 2 details how the rate of uniaxial rotation affects the powder pattern for a given angle of rotation with respect to the surface.

Adsorbate motion is a thermodynamically driven process; thus the energy barrier for types of motion may be investigated using variable-temperature experiments accompanied by an Eyring or Arrhenius analysis. Although adsorbed CO$_2$ most commonly results in a powder pattern spectrum associated with a single adsorption site, it is possible that adsorption may produce distinct chemical shifts between differing adsorption sites, as shown in Figure 3. In this case, the exchange between these environments due to adsorbate motion may also be investigated as a function of temperature. The degree of overlap between these NMR peaks is
determined by the frequency of the exchange relative to the observed NMR frequency difference between the corresponding environments. When the temperature is high enough, the exchange rate exceeds the difference in frequencies between the chemical shifts associated with the two environments and a single NMR peak is observed; similarly, at low temperature, the exchange is limited and the peaks are easily distinguished from one another. It is difficult to observe exchange phenomena with proton spectra of adsorbates due to the combination of a smaller chemical shift range (hence difference in frequencies) and the effects of other nuclear spin interactions, such as the homonuclear dipole–dipole interaction. Contrarily, the $^{13}$C chemical shift range is $\sim$200 ppm, making it possible to resolve the peaks and quantify exchange rates.

NMR spectroscopy is one of the least sensitive spectroscopic methods available. This is particularly true when observing a nucleus such as $^{13}$C by direct, pulsed excitation at the carbon-$^{13}$ Larmor frequency. Enhancement of NMR signals is possible with a number of schemes; yet one dominates the literature of $^{13}$CO$_2$: cross-polarization (CP). The detailed spin physics for this process is beyond the scope of this Review. Briefly, the population differences of the nuclear spin states in the applied laboratory field determine the amplitude of the NMR signal. Nuclei that possess larger magnetic moments, such as protons and fluorine, have larger population differences than those (e.g., $^{13}$C) with smaller moments. Judicious application of NMR pulses at both the proton and the carbon Larmor frequencies can transfer population differences from the larger moment nucleus to the smaller, thereby enhancing considerably the small-moment NMR signals. This effect is predicated on the presence of nuclear dipole–dipole interactions (see below), which in turn are present only in systems undergoing limited molecular motion. The NMR pulses to accomplish this transfer must meet a specified experimental condition known as Hartman–Hahn matching, causing both the large-moment and the small-moment nuclei to nuteate at the same rates, thereby enabling an energy-matching condition that affords population transfer. The efficiency of the CP scheme is very sensitive to the spatial proximity of the two different nuclei. Thus, CP may be applied to enhance the signal of $^{13}$CO$_2$ when it is in proximity to protons, for example, when $^{13}$CO$_2$ is bound to a proton-containing substrate.

### 1.4. Observations of Molecular Motion through Relaxometry and Diffusometry

NMR spectra result from the time Fourier transformation of NMR signals that emanate from the NMR probe circuit. As shown above, these spectra may be interpreted in terms of molecular structure (e.g., the chemical shift tensor $\delta$) and the changes it undergoes with motion. Long before Fourier transform NMR, however, NMR spectroscopists focused on the rate constants associated with the NMR signals after perturbation by RF pulses. The rate constant $R_1$ is the rate at which NMR signal populations return to equilibrium after RF pulses. $R_1$ is familiar to many by its inverse, $T_1$, the spin–lattice relaxation time. When the differences in nuclear spin populations over an ensemble of spins are presented as a vector, the equilibrium vector is presented along the z-axis of a Cartesian coordinate system. $T_1$ is then seen as the rate at which this vector returns to its original z-axis projection after perturbation by RF pulses. The student of routine analytical NMR spectroscopy for use in synthetic chemistry looks to $\frac{1}{T_1}$ as $\tau_1$ as a metric for the time delay between signal averages. Measurement of $R_1$, however, may also be used to interrogate the motion of adsorbed molecules.

A complete analytical description of NMR relaxation times is beyond the scope of this Review and indeed occupies many textbooks. Suffice to say that changing the populations of nuclear spin energy levels necessitates the exchange of energy with the lattice, a euphemism for the bath of fluctuating magnetic fields associated with the motion of atoms comprising the sample. Two concepts associated with fluctuating magnetic fields are essential for recognizing the connection between adsorbate dynamics and relaxation rates. The first is the correlation time $\tau_c$; this may be thought of as the finite time over which the ensemble-averaged correlation of motion persists. Colloquially, this is the time it takes for a moving nuclear spin to forget the location from whence it came. The simplest case is a random walk in which the correlation function is $\tau \propto \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_c} \right)$. The second concept is the spectral density function $J(\omega)$. This is given to be the Fourier transform of the correlation function, but is most easily thought of as the probability that motion gives rise to fluctuating fields at frequency $\omega$. For the simple exponentially decaying correlation function, its Fourier transform yields a Lorentzian $J(\omega) \propto \frac{\tau_c}{1 + \omega^2 \tau_c^2}$.

The randomly fluctuating magnetic field present due to molecular motion has been formally related to the relaxation $R_1$. Within this simple model, one finds the dependence of the relaxation rates on $\tau_c$:

$$R_1 = \frac{1}{T_1} = B \left( \frac{\tau_c}{1 + \omega^2 \tau_c^2} \right)$$

Bloomer, Purcell, and Pound first reported equations similar to these, and hence this approach has the moniker BPP theory of spin relaxation. The random process is often treated as thermally activated where $\tau_c(T) = \tau_{c0} \exp \left( \frac{E_a}{kT} \right)$, where $E_a$ is an activation energy for the random modulation process and $\tau_{c0}$ is the time constant associated with the magnitude of some frequency that describes the maximum rate of random field modulation. The activation energy of the motion may be determined from the slope of this plot, and the value of the maximum in $R_1$ is determined by the magnitude of the square of the field and $\tau_{c0}$. In this way, NMR relaxation is connected to the energetics of adsorbate motions.

What is the ultimate origin of the magnetic fields that fluctuate to provide relaxation? This is an entire field of study, but for adsorbates such as CO$_2$ the fluctuating magnetic fields emanate from neighboring nuclear spins. Semiclassically, each NMR-active isotope is a small magnetic moment that produces a field; neighboring fields experience dipole–dipole interactions (think of two bar magnets) that depend very strongly on the distance between the spins and their orientation of their internuclear vector with respect to the laboratory magnetic field. These dipolar couplings are referred to as "homonuclear" or "heteronuclear" depending on whether the spins are the same or different, respectively. The standard expression of the spin–lattice relaxation rate as a result of homonuclear dipolar coupling is $R_1 = \frac{1}{T_1} \propto J(\omega_0) + 4J(2\omega_0)$, where $J$ is the
spectral density function defined above and \( \omega_c \) is the NMR Larmor frequency of the nuclei.

The relationship established by Bloembergen, Purcell, and Pound reveals there is an orientational dependence as well as translational dependence of dipole–dipole interaction. In this context, the sampling of local fields around the Larmor frequencies that serves as the driving for the lost of magnetization to the lattice is dominated by the rotational configurational freedom, or the rotation-dependent sampling by the molecule of the local fields.\(^{20}\) This reorientation couples the nuclear magnetic moment of the nucleus with the rotational angular momentum of the molecule, allowing \( R_i \) to serve as a proxy for rotational motion/diffusion. Confined molecules are expected to have shorter spin–lattice relaxation times with magnitudes and temporal trends correlated with the strength of host–guest interactions.\(^{36}\) At very low loadings, however, it is possible to observe long relaxation times where reorientation of the molecules has become infrequent.\(^{37}\) When \( R_i \) is measured as a function of temperature with constant loading, one may determine the activation energy representative of the reorientation process of the observed nuclei. The magnitude of this activation energy reflects molecular motion, that is, the barrier for rotational diffusion, spatial restriction(s) due to the pore geometry, and interactions within the framework or between molecules. \( R_i \) as a function of molecular loading or the adsorbed gaseous density trends as a hyperbola with a maximum, or \( T_1 \) trends as a hyperbola with a minimum. If an \( R_i \) maximum is observed in a pure gas system, the maximum point is associated with the collision rate between molecules.\(^{38}\) In the low density regime of pure gases, the slope of \( R_i \) versus \( \rho \) is associated with the rate of binary collisions. In the case of adsorbed gases, there is an intermediate-to-high density regime, where the strength of the interaction with the surface is associated with the slope of the relaxation rate versus gaseous density.\(^{39}\)

The relaxation mechanism associated with adsorbed \( \text{CO}_2 \) is more commonly described in the context of adsorbed liquids. Here, reorientation mediated by translational displacements occurs when interactions with the surface of the pore result in hindered or incomplete reorientations about a preferential axis such as the PAS of the molecule or the surface. Strongly adsorbed molecules may only change their orientation according to the topological locations of the adsorption sites within surface pores. These events of reorientation may occur slower than rates of bulk rotational diffusion and translational motion inside the pore; consequently there are often extended reorientation correlation times that may dominate the relaxation mechanism at lower frequencies. This type of motion results in displacements of molecules along the surface for “strongly adsorbed” systems; this is referred to as surface diffusion. “Weakly adsorbing” systems experience relaxation with contributions from small populations of surface diffusion and large populations of bulk diffusing molecules.\(^{28}\) For adsorbed \( \text{CO}_2 \) molecules, there are several interpretations that attribute the meaning of a relaxation maximum to a physical process characterized by a correlation time that matches the Larmor frequency; this may be synonymous with the free gas interpretation for the frequency of collision; associated with the inverse rate of exchange between bound sites directly correlated to the surface diffusion; or representative of the frequency wherein one molecule may encounter another at an adjacent site. All of these events may contribute to the observed relaxation mechanism. For adsorbed liquid species, the difference in relaxation has been associated with the energy of desorption.\(^{37}\) Unfortunately, NMR relaxation of adsorbed gases is greatly unexplored, and more systematic studies exploring the behavior of adsorbed gaseous species in well-organized porous media are needed for direct interpretations. This is a great opportunity to utilize NMR for understanding adsorption phenomenon in, for example, MOFs.\(^{36,40}\)

While spectroscopy and relaxometry quantitate local structure and motion of adsorbed \( \text{CO}_2 \), the optimal design of macroscopic unit operations requires understanding of bulk transport of gases within porous media. Transport of this type is often characterized with bulk measurements such as breakthrough curves or adsorption isotherms. The connection between bulk transport and microscopic (or “atomistic”) motion remains elusive to the experimentalist, but well-explored by simulation and theory. Thus, the direct measurement of the self-diffusivity of, for example, \( \text{CO}_2 \) in MOFs is valuable because there are testable theoretical and computational relations between the self-diffusivity \( D_s \) and the Maxwell–Stefan diffusivity, \( D_{\text{MS}} \), that are used to relate the molar flux of adsorbed molecules to the chemical potential gradient or “adsorptive driving force.”\(^{41–43}\)

Pulsed field gradient NMR (PFG-NMR, or difusometry) is a well-established methodology used to measure directly the self-diffusivity coefficient of adsorbed molecules in porous media. NMR quantifies the self-diffusivity by applying a linearly varied magnetic field in space, or “gradient pulse”, serving to trace the probability of a molecule experiencing a displacement in space. This displacement is determined by the gradient pulse details and is typically on the order of micrometers–nanometers and is in the direction of the applied gradient field during a set experimental time, \( \Delta t \), that is, diffusion time. The experiment is accomplished by applying pulses with sequentially varying gradient strength to sample the fraction of molecules experiencing the probability of a displacement. The effect on the NMR signal is manifest as a signal attenuation that may be Fourier-transformed to yield the spatial displacement propagator for the experimentally set diffusion time \( \Delta t \). It is this relationship that enables PFG NMR methods to quantify the mean squared displacement MSD and thus the self-diffusion coefficient, \( D_s = \frac{\Delta \text{MSD}}{\Delta t} \). When the gradient is applied along multiple axes with respect to the large laboratory NMR magnet, a self-diffusivity tensor may be determined.\(^{44}\) Difusometry techniques were previously transformative in the understanding of the motion of ads molecules in zeolitic materials. The methods developed previously have been extended to observe the diffusivity of adsorbed \( \text{CO}_2 \) in MOFs.\(^{45}\) The measurement of the self-diffusivity is particularly insightful for direct comparison with diffusivities calculated from molecular dynamics simulations of the same systems and may eventually be used to predict macroscopic behavior.\(^{37,48}\)

2. STUDIES OF MOLECULAR REORIENTATION THROUGH CSA

2.1. Open Metal Site Centered Reorientation

Open metal site MOFs are a subclass of coordination materials that possesses stable, under-coordinated metal ions after evacuation and/or activation, which may strongly interact with adsorbed molecules. Pioneering efforts to demonstrate the use of CSA analysis in open-metal site were first implemented
in 2012\(^4\) where the authors studied the Mg analogue of the isoreticular framework, Mg\(_2\)dobdc = 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid (Mg\(_2\)(dobdc)), commonly referred to as Mg-MOF-74. The honeycomb structured framework (Figure 4) has been shown to have a greater capacity for CO\(_2\) than most other MOFs at moderate processing conditions.\(^3\) The authors established some precedents for the analytical treatment of CO\(_2\) chemical shift powder patterns in the crystal framework of MOF. An accurate model that fits the data assumed a linear CO\(_2\) molecule and oriented the PAS of the molecule along the metal-atom–oxygen bond axis, as shown in Figure 2, where the open-metal site was identified as the primary adsorption site. Second, they introduced the concept of uniaxial rotation, Figure 4, or tethering of one end of the CO\(_2\) to the adsorption site and showed that varying the angle, \(\alpha\), could enable the fitting of a wide range of temperature-dependent CSA patterns. In their initial analysis, the angle theta decreases with increasing temperature, indicating (counterintuitively) that the rotating CO\(_2\) occupies less phase space with increasing temperature. An article\(^5\) demonstrated the complexity involved in the interpretation of CSA patterns by considering a helical hopping motion, as opposed to a uniaxial rotation, could be derived from molecular simulations (Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics). In this systematic study, the authors were the first to postulate and prove the contributions of localized and nonlocalized motion of the CO\(_2\) in this MOF, where the helical distribution of metal adsorption sites led to the faux uniaxial rotation model. This insight highlights how the pairing of MD simulation with NMR experimental results facilitates greater understanding of complex MOF–adsorbate systems. This example also showed that the cumulative contributions from variable motional frequencies, rotating and hopping, may cumulatively contribute to the observed powdered pattern. Combined MC/MD and line shape analysis provided sufficient experimental and theoretical evidence to discern the primary trajectories sampled by CO\(_2\) adsorbed in this MOF system.

This same MOF structure was studied in its pure and mixed metal form where the authors substituted 23% of the magnesium metal for cadmium, Mg\(_{0.77}\)Cd\(_{0.23}\)–MOF-74.\(^5\) The first example of a “mixed” metal investigation in any MOF system will be discussed in more detail later. Here, we note that the authors analyzed the temperature dependence, loading dependence, and metal composition dependence of the \(^{13}\)CO\(_2\) line shape coupled with DFT (density functional theory) computations to reveal the different types of CO\(_2\) binding. The authors reintroduce a line width-weighted description of the CO\(_2\) spectra with the following equation:

\[
\Delta \sigma_{\text{eff}} = \Delta P_2 [\cos \theta] = \Delta \left(\frac{3\cos^2 \theta - 1}{2}\right)
\]

where the variable \(P_2\) is the second-order Legendre polynomial that incorporates both line width and sign into the observed chemical shift pattern. Here, the authors investigated higher loadings (0.8–1.15) of CO\(_2\) per metal than was previously studied. This led them to discover a secondary adsorption site with an equivalent uniaxial rotation angle of 28°, whereas the primary adsorption site exhibited an equivalent angle of 68°.

### 2.2. Employment of Nonmetal Centered Crystal Frame for Orientation-Dependent Studies in Flexible MOFs

Although MOFs were originally cartooned as rigid porous media, the idea of flexible MOFs was introduced by the observation that, under certain thermodynamic conditions (temperature or adsorbate loading), a conformation change took place such that the pore size and/or shape changed; that is, the structural lattice “breathes” with changing adsorption conditions. One archetype of the flexible MOF is the MIL (Materials of the Institute Lavoisier)-53 series. Octahedral coordination of the metal oxide to bdc = 1–4-benzedicarboxylate (BDC) ligands yields a framework wherein a hydroxyl functional group serves as a bridge between the ligands to form a rhombic lattice with 0.85 nm \(\times\) 0.85 nm 1-D channels (Figure 5) in the open configuration. In the narrow pore configuration, the channels are 0.26 nm \(\times\) 1.36 nm. The MIL-53 series exhibits step adsorption isotherms, which make them attractive frameworks for both temperature- and pressure-swing applications.\(^3\) The MIL-53 (Al, Ga) frameworks have shown a similar change in CO\(_2\) capacity from the narrow pore state, holding 10 wt %, at 1 bar and 298 K, while the open pore state can adsorb 30 wt %, at 25 bar and 304 K.\(^5\) The Ga analogue transitions from the narrow pore configuration to the open pore configuration at slightly higher temperatures and pressures in comparison to the Al. The adsorption site location in the MOFs has not been experimentally located by traditional techniques, but computational studies suggest that the hydroxyl groups participate in the metal–oxygen hydrogen bonding. SSNMR experiments\(^\text{34}\) were carried out to collect static \(^{13}\)C powder patterns while the temperature was used to trigger conformational changes of the MOF at high and low loadings of CO\(_2\) in MIL-53 (Al, Ga) and their amino-functionalized analogs. EXPRESS software was used to fit the

![Figure 4. Schematic representing the structure of Mg\(_2\)(dobdc), MOF-74. The inset shows the open metal coordination site, along with a cartoon of CO\(_2\) binding. Note \(\theta\) depicts uniaxial rotation.](image)

![Figure 5. Schematic representing the open (A) and closed (B) configurations of the MIL-53 series and the rotational axes and angles in respect to the MOF pore used to model CO\(_2\) motion.](image)
pattern and demonstrated that the adsorbed CO$_2$ experienced two modes of motion: rotation about the C$_6$ axis located at the hydroxyl groups and rotation about the C$_2$ axis associated with nonlocalized hopping between separate binding sites. The angle associated with these types of motion is affected by the metal site and can be visualized in Figure 5.

In comparison to the Al analogues, the Ga analogues exhibited smaller magnitudes of Ω and κ (Figure 1), but larger values of θ associated with the C$_2$ and C$_6$ axes of rotation. This implied that sampled configurational space of CO$_2$ in the Ga sample is larger in both the narrow pore and the open pore states, or simply that the CO$_2$ molecules experience weaker binding in the Ga analogue. These data correlate with the lower heat(s) of adsorption observed for CO$_2$ in the Ga framework.

The authors employed a clever use of cross-polarization to determine the location of the primary CO$_2$ adsorption sites. By decreasing the sample temperature and slowing the dynamic motion, the dipole–dipole interaction between the $^{13}$C in CO$_2$ and adjacent protons becomes significant, enabling the use of cross-polarization to affect $^{13}$C signal intensity. The authors substituted the protons on the hydroxyl group for deuterium in the MOF framework and found that they eliminated the ($^1$H–$^{13}$C) cross-polarization signal, confirming the spatial proximity of hydroxyl protons to adsorbed CO$_2$.

The cross-polarization transfer between the CO$_2$ carbon and the MOF-protons was used to infer the strength of the heteronuclear dipolar coupling. This strength is a proxy for the average distance between the two observed spins. The authors found that in the Ga analogue, the dipolar coupling was weaker between the carbon on the CO$_2$ and the protons on the framework, representative of longer proton-carbon averaged distances, suggesting that even though Ga has a narrow pore configuration, the CO$_2$ is not bound as tightly to the adsorption site, possibly due to the larger atomic radius of Ga as compared to Al. This is a unique example whereby SSNMR techniques identify the location of the primary adsorption site and used the dipolar coupling strength as a probe for proximity. In the amine-functionalized analogues of these MOFs, the CO$_2$ molecules were found to bind more strongly. Although previous studies indicated that the amino group does not serve as a binding site, the authors concluded that it enhances binding to the primary adsorption site.$^{55}$

Investigators recently introduced a novel subclass of MOFs derived from the use of the V-shape ligand 4,4’-sulfonyldi-benzoic acid (SDB) and the metal ions (Pb, Cd, Zn, Ca). Although the structure and the angle of the O–metal–O bond changes with the choice of metal, these MOFs are nevertheless loosely classified as an isoreticular framework series. They possess 1-D channels with one larger rhombic pore channel along the axis of the metal clusters surrounded by smaller channels of parallelograms.$^{56}$ This series lacks polarizing functional groups that most MOFs use to increase CO$_2$ adsorption affinity. Instead, their channels provide small physical π-pockets established by the proximity of the conjugated orbitals of the linkers, wherein CO$_2$ may adsorb. The location of CO$_2$ adsorption sites in the PbSDB and CdSDB frameworks had been examined by SCXRD (single crystal X-ray diffraction), yet Chen et al. engaged in an investigation$^{57}$ employing $^{13}$CO$_2$ SSNMR to explore the

Figure 6. Schematic of CO$_2$ adsorbed in the Pb (A) and Cd (D) analogues of the SDB MOFs. A close-up view of the CO$_2$ adsorbed in the π-pockets (B) and the angular description (C), as well as CO$_2$ adsorbed in the Cd pockets (E). Adapted with permission from ref $^{57}$. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
differences in adsorption dynamics (molecule orientation and jumping frequency) at low loadings between the PbSDB framework, which has linear shaped 1-D channels, and the CdSDB framework, which has sinusoidal shaped 1-D channels.

This work is an excellent example of the use of EXPRESS in calculating the chemical shift powder pattern subject to various types of motions. Briefly, the authors calculated the Herzfeld–Berger parameters for a single CO₂ associated with a single site, and then employed EXPRESS to discern CO₂ motion by careful fitting of model shift patterns with experimental data. The result is a surprisingly sophisticated view of the CO₂ dynamics wherein the adsorbed CO₂ rotates (or "wobbles") at an angle α (see Figure 6B), yet also hops between two equivalent sites characterized by an angle β (Figure 6B). The center point around which the molecules hop is not the metal center, but rather the π-pockets.

Finally, the authors enabled the simulations of flexible MOF systems by allowing the angle between the adjacent bonded linkers (the characteristic V of the rhombus) to vary during the fitting procedure. They were able to determine that PbSDB exhibited only one type of adsorption site described by the above-mentioned dynamics, while CdSDB with the shaped or sinusoidal channels exhibits two local CO₂ sites at both a symmetric and an antisymmetric π-pocket located further down the channel; the latter is present due to disorder in the arrangement of phenyl linkers in CdSDB.58

3. LOCATION DISCERNMENT AND EXCHANGE DYNAMICS

3.1. CO₂ in Cu₃(BTC)₃

Researchers59 introduced an open metal site MOF Cu₃(btc) = 3-L,3,5-benzene tricarboxylate (Cu₃(BTC)₃) with a structure that consists of three types of isotropic pores connected by small windows. These pore domains are characterized as having the largest pore (0.9 nm) being surrounded by the middle pore (0.5 nm) and a small triangular pore (0.3 nm) that serves as the connecting window between the middle and large pore. Since its introduction as one of the first open-metal site MOFs (located in the large pore as shown in Figure 7),

![Figure 7](image-url)

Figure 7. A structural schematics of the MOFs Cu₃(BTC)₃ (A) and UTSA-16 (B), where the ball colors of light blue, red, dark blue, and black represent the C, O, Cu or Zn, and K or Co, respectively. The guest molecules and hydrogen are omitted for visual clarity. On the left (A) are included a zoom-in of the open metal site as well as yellow and orange balls representing the large and small cage volumes native to the Cu₃(BTC)₃ structure.

investigators have explored the affinity of the undercoordinated Cu sites for CO₂ and CO. Crystallographic techniques have identified the primary adsorption sites at low loading (1 CO₂ per Cu site) to be located near the exposed metal, and secondary sites at higher loadings (1.5 CO₂ per Cu site) located near the window of the cages56 due to CO₂ intermolecular interactions. Curiously, the measured adsorption enthalpy remains unchanged during the transition between higher and lower loadings. The D₁ and T₁ of CO₂ in Cu₃(BTC)₃ were first quantified at varying pressures in 2012 (Figure 7).61 The authors provided no significant insights about the mechanism driving the dynamic behavior of CO₂, but rather focused on the comparison of CO₂ and CH₄ diffusive motions. As such, this work is the first measurement of the D₁ in an open-metal site MOF.

In 2013, Gul-E-Nor et al.62 investigated the role that the metal ion plays in CO₂ and CO adsorptive behavior in the parent MOF Cu₁(BTC) by doping zinc into the framework, Cu₂.977Zn₀.03(BTC)₃. The authors demonstrated the sensitivity of the adsorbed spectra of ¹³CO to the surrounding or local MOF electronic environment. SSNMR in systems containing paramagnetic metals are complicated by the presence of interactions between nuclei and the very strong magnetic moments of unpaired electrons. These interactions produce broadening and very large shifts. The changing magnitude of broadening and shifts with metal loading is a qualitative measure, then, of electron–nuclear interactions. The authors recorded δ_{iso} as a function of temperature to track the interactions of CO₂ with the Cu²⁺ S = 1/2 electronic state. A follow-up publication quantified the spin–lattice relaxation rates were used to explore the heterogeneous states of the adsorbed phases contributing separately to local motion.63

This relaxation analysis is informative as it provides a deep analysis of the fluctuating fields that give rise to a relaxation rate maximum. Surprisingly, it is not the fluctuating fields from unpaired electrons; rather, it is jump motion that was fully determined in this insightful analysis.

3.2. CO₂ in UTSA-16

The anatase-like structure of MOF UTSA-16 (K-(H₂O)₂Co₃(cit)₂), where cit = citrate, was first investigated for magnetic applications.64 Later, in 2012, Xiang65 et al. investigated its affinity for CO₂ and found that the diamondoid cages with 0.45 nm edges serve to efficiently trap CO₂ molecules, while the 0.33 nm × 0.55 nm connecting windows served to select CO₂ over other gases by size discrimination. UTSA-16 is stable in the presence of H₂O and it is postulated that this stability enhances the CO₂ adsorption through hydrogen-bonding interactions. In a later study, investigators concluded that, although the K⁺ ion site serves as the primary adsorption site for CO₂, 22% of the CO₂ adsorbed is not explained by the observed enthalpy of adsorption to this cation. Masala66 et al. employed SSNMR as a complementary technique to investigate this unexplained fraction and found that, in addition to the expected spectra associated with the K⁺ sites, additional adsorption sites displayed distinct chemical shifts in the static spectra and then determined this site to be present because of favorable ligand interactions. Exchange rates between the sites were probed using variable-temperature experiments, where the authors concluded that the activation energy for exchange between the primary (metal) and secondary adsorption (ligand) site was in the range of 6.3–9.3 kJ/mol. They also found the line width associated with the CO₂ spectra to be greater than 1 kHz, meaning that the CO₂ species is experiencing reduced motional freedom.
4. DIRECT PROBES OF TRANSLATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL MOTION

4.1. CO₂ Loading Dependence

Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are a series of MOFs that actualize topologies similar to known zeolites due to the bridging angle inherent to the imidazole organic linker. The zinc 2-methyl-imidazolate Zn(MeIM)₂ (ZIF-8) framework has the sodalite zeolite structure with a larger diameter cavity of pore 1.16 nm × 0.36 nm connecting windows. ZIF-8 is considered an isotropic MOF due to its cubic SOD-like symmetry. Along with other zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIF), ZIF-8 was initially well-known for its thermal and chemical stability. More recently, Liu et al. demonstrated that after long exposure (7+ days) to an H₂O and CO₂ slurry, the structure irreversibly degrades to a zinc–carbonate-based powder. Many early investigators explored ZIF-8 for use in both postcombustion carbon capture and (more recently) natural gas enrichment, resulting in a thorough characterization both postcombustion carbon capture and (more recently) natural gas enrichment, resulting in a thorough characterization.

Diaz et al. investigated the apparent self-diffusivity of CO₂ in polysulfone-ZIF-8 mixed matrix membranes via PFG NMR. This work demonstrated the gas diffusivity was enhanced with increasing weight fraction of ZIF-8, but could not parse this enhanced diffusivity from that associated with the void space at the polymer— filler interface and partial occupation of the ZIF-8 by polymer chains.

Pusch et al. presented ZIF-8 as a model moderate-interacting system to investigate the dependence of the translation motion of CO₂ and CH₄ on adsorbate loading with NMR diffusometry methods. After preparation of samples through a common flame-sealing technique, the authors indicated that they observed multieponential signal decay, or multiple Dₜ coefficients, at all pressures (7−15 bar) at room temperature. The authors chose to associate the slowest CO₂ self-diffusion coefficient with diffusion in the intracrystalline regime, while the faster self-diffusion coefficient sampled both the intra- and intercrystalline environments. Tracking the intracrystalline Dₜ, the authors showed that translational motion in the ZIF-8-CO₂ did not vary with increasing loading. Although the pores were expected to produce more intramolecular collisions (the kinetic diameter of CO₂ (0.33 nm) is smaller than that of the pore windows in the framework), the translational motion of CO₂ is not inhibited by sieving effects or travel through these windows.

As of this writing, high-pressure CO₂ adsorption isotherms were not available. In 2013, however, Liu et al. were able to quantify CO₂ adsorption in the high-pressure regime (1−30 bar) and found that CO₂ loadings were much lower than previously predicted (6−7 molecules/cage) and contributions from intermolecular drag forces to diffusion would actually be negligible.

4.2. Unique Insight of Anisotropic CO₂ Motion by Combining CSA and Axial Specific PFG Methods

DMOF-1 is a prototypic pillared MOF structure investigated for CO₂ adsorption by many experimental and computational techniques that consists of zinc oxide clusters and 1−4-benzendicarboxylate, DABCO = diazabicyclo-octane ligands (Figure 8). This literature indicates that the substitution of the pillared ligands (DABCO) may increase favorable adsorbate—adsorbent interactions. Although DMOF-1 and derivatives exhibit a cubic center structure similar to that of IRMOF-1, the substitution of a pillared linker creates a unique anisotropic pore environment and introduces two pore sizes: larger pores sized at 0.75 nm and a small window of 0.4 nm. An early investigation that combined molecular simulations and experimental methods demonstrated a contrarily trend for increasing low-pressure CO₂ affinity through the functionalization of the connecting ligand with nonpolar groups. Thus, DMOF-1 is a model pillared-type MOF that affords investigation of unusual MOF—guest interactions of CO₂ created by an anisotropic nonpolar chemical environment apportioned onto an isotropic structural environment. SSNMR techniques are ideal for determining how the anisotropic chemical environments could contribute to anisotropic motion and adsorbate location in this type of MOF. Peska et al. found that the anisotropic motion contributes to the CSA powder pattern in DMOF-1 and is manifest by directionally dependent self-diffusion.

The authors demonstrated that the axially symmetric residual chemical shift tensor, ΔS = Δδ∥ − Δδ⊥, which contains components from either the channel or the window direction with respect to the crystal frame, could be used in conjunction with SIMPSON simulations to confirm the preferential orientation of CO₂ along one of the channels of DMOF-1. The adsorption sites were characterized previously to be located near the zinc cluster and a less favorable site proximate to the benzene rings. They determined the trace components of the diffusion tensor, Tr(D) = D₃ + D₃ − D₃, and the resulting degree of diffusional anisotropy, η = √(Tr(D)) / D₃, from axial-specific pulsed field gradient NMR.

These results demonstrate that, depending on the degree of anisotropy, the observed chemical shift powder pattern spectra may decay nonuniformly with the application of pulsed field gradients. In the present case, those CO₂ molecules diffusing along the channel direction in the MOF crystallites are moving in a channel aligned with the applied gradients. When the gradient was applied in directions not aligned with the 1-D channels, the D₃ for crossing between channels was much

Figure 8. Structural schematics of the MOFs Zn₂(BDC)₂DABCO (BDC = 1,4-benzendicarboxylate, DABCO = diazabicyclo-octane) (DMOF-1) (A) and ZIF-8 (B) where the ball colors of light blue, red, dark blue, and black represent the C, O, Cu or Zn, and K or Co, respectively. The guest molecules and hydrogen are omitted for visual clarity. On the left (A) are included a zoom of the open metal site as well as yellow and orange balls representing the large and small cage volumes native to the Cu₃(BTC)₃ structure.
slower. CSA patterns facilitated the conclusion that the CO2 molecules traveled with the O=C=O vector primarily orientated parallel to, and moving in the direction of, 1-D channels in DMOF-1. The preferential orientation and the diffusion of the CO2 molecules along the channels allowed the authors to conclude that the pillars in this framework provide a series of moderately strong adsorption sites that direct the diffusion of molecules. This conclusion was reached by application of multiaxis PFG NMR methods, an established microscopic technique that quantifies the intracrystalline diffusion tensor. Similar conclusions can be reached if crystallites are macroscopically ordered in the direction of the applied laboratory field. These authors applied this method to demonstrate the loading dependence of the self-diffusion along the direction of MOF-74(Zn) channels and paired their result with loading-dependent self-diffusivities calculated from MD simulations (Figure 9).

In situ NMR revealed the variations of NMR observables due to varying the thermodynamics state of CO2 in Zn2(BME-bdc)x(db-bdc)y(dabco)z (BME-bdc = 2,5-bis(2-methoxy)-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate and dabco = 1,4-diazabicyclo[2,2,2]octane), a breathing derivative of the pillared MOF DMOF-1. These experiments demonstrated the first use of an in situ gas dosing apparatus to quantify adsorption and desorption of CO2, thereby adding a new capability to the NMR toolbox. They also demonstrated the use of the chemical shift power pattern to identify the transition of a breathing MOF from its narrow pore to large pore configurations. Paired with the careful implementation of 2D-exchange NMR, a coveted multidimensional NMR technique that enables monitoring of millisecond time scale exchange, the rate of motion of a molecule moving from one local type pore geometry to another was quantified. The authors concluded that the exchange rate between CO2 molecules at strong adsorption sites and freely moving CO2 molecules in local areas in the MOF was slow. Although the adsorption enthalpies of CO2 in the MOFs are relatively low, the adsorption sites present in this MOF create a physical pocket that immobilizes the CO2 molecules. Other techniques to study adsorption dynamics do not have the necessary temporal resolution to reveal such exchange processes.

4.3. Discerning Molecular Correlation Times

The first measurement of molecular correlation times for CO2 adsorbed in a metal organic framework employed $R_1$ measurements from CO2 in Mg2(dobdc). The fluctuating magnetic fields that give rise to the relaxation, with their attendant correlation times, were assumed to derive from the CSA and nuclear dipole–dipole interactions. The authors BPP theory to derive the thermal activation energies for motional correlation times, and in so doing discovered that there are two correlation times associated with different activation energies for the low and moderate loadings of the Mg2(dobdc) analogue. Fluctuating magnetic fields due to the heteronuclear 1H–13C dipolar coupling dominated the apparent relaxation rates. Although there were two activated processes observed, the correlation times could not be assigned to a particular type of motion.

Relaxation rates for CO2 in ZIF-8 systems determined the effect of loading or gas density ($\rho$) on the longitudinal relaxation rate ($R_1$) through quantification of the “surface relaxivity” of CO2 in ZIF-8. Although methane in this system exhibited a linear dependence of $R_1$ on the density of the
adsorbed phase (loading), to describe the relationship with CO2, the Enskog correction for adsorbed phase density was necessary for interpretation of the data. The Enskog correction accounts for the interactions that take place between pure gaseous molecules at higher densities (pressures) explicitly when the molecular diameter is on the order of the average intermolecular distance of the gases. This correction has only been found to be valid for \( R_k \) correlated with low-to-moderate densities of CO2 where intermolecular collisions are still dominating the reorientation rates of the molecules. The surface relaxivity arising from loading-dependent measurements may be used to quantify the adsorbate–adsorbent interaction of gases in MOFs. In a follow-up article, these same authors used \( R_1 \) measurements to determine the local jump dynamics of CO2 in Cu3(BTC)3. They calculated the average jump length of the adsorbed molecules from the local motion correlation time determined by the minimum \( T_1 \) with respect to gas density. They further concluded that this jump length was greater than the distance between the neighboring adsorption sites that were previously reported. This indicated that the CO and CO2 molecules exchange primarily with other molecules adsorbed in the lattice and not from site-to-site once adsorbed. These SSNMR analyses enabled a new finding that was not obvious from traditional characterization of the location of the adsorption sites or of their adsorption enthalpies. A summary of CO2 CSA values from the literature has been included in the Supporting Information.

5. OPPORTUNITIES

The experimental and thermodynamic complexities associated with CO2 adsorption on MOFs have led to many experimental challenges, yet also afford the design and implementation of SSNMR experimental and analytical methods. This section exhorts the community to adopt a more standardized approach for the preparation of samples so as to lead to increased reproducibility between researchers, as well as enable a wide range of experimental methods to access the necessary thermodynamic states.

5.1. Challenge of Controlling Thermodynamic State

It is first important to acknowledge the necessity of experimentally controlling thermodynamic conditions for gas adsorption in metal–organic frameworks. In particular, MOFs have shown state-dependent performance and dynamic behavior that influences strongly the observed host–guest interactions. To truly develop a molecular understanding of adsorbate motion, location, and interactions, the experimental practitioner must be able to place their experimental conditions on the adsorption isotherm observed for the particular MOF–gas systems, essentially recording its thermodynamic state. In so doing, the derived experimental parameters may be directly compared to molecular simulations. Further, as the magnetic resonance community seeks to reproduce and compare data from one group to the other, we should understand the limitations that certain sample preparation methods have on our ability to deduce conclusions from NMR observables. Thus, this section will summarize and suggest the practical ways for laboratories with different amounts of funding to access this information.

One of the most common methods for gas-dosing porous adsorbents in NMR studies is a process that involves flame sealing a capillary tube. This is most common because it is the least expensive dosing methodology and derives from the early days of NMR studies of chemisorbed gases and is executed apart from the execution of NMR experiment, or ex situ. This technique is useful when adsorption isotherms for CO2 have been measured at room and/or liquid nitrogen temperatures.

We recommend an apparatus that follows the ex situ dosing schematic shown in Figure 10. The apparatus should be designed so that the free volume of the area enclosed by the dashed line is well-defined. Initially, the weight of the activated MOF and the glass tube should be recorded and then brought to an equilibrium pressure at a uniform temperature throughout the apparatus piping. We recommend that a compression fitting with a temperature resistant O-ring be used to seal the glass capillary to the metal fixture, as shown in the schematic. After reaching an equilibrium pressure, the gas source should be isolated from the gauge by closing a valve, thus ensuring a known nonadsorbed volume of CO2 associated with the displayed pressure, as well as a known amount of free CO2 in the headspace of the capillary tube; this pressure should be recorded. The bottom of the capillary glass tube is dipped in liquid nitrogen and sealed with the oxygen-gas fueled flame. After the tube is sealed, the new displayed pressure in the control volume should be recorded, and the loss of CO2 to the capillary tube may be estimated. The advantage of this
technique is that the material cost of the apparatus is affordable to most research laboratories; however, it is important to understand the uncertainty in the estimated loading. Although cryo-pumping achieves subatmosphere pressures facilitating flame-sealing, it results in a higher pressure in the sealed capillary tube and the remaining head–head space than the equilibrium loading determined by adsorption isotherms. Although mass change can be estimated by weighing the capillary tube before and after, the added weight of the CO$_2$ is not easily detectable by most mass scale(s). Most importantly, any variation in the temperature of the sample will cause variation in the actual adsorbed amount of CO$_2$; this is difficult to determine because the total pressure inside the NMR tube is unknown. Although researchers have attempted to track the adsorbed amount with quantitative NMR methods, this is only successful if the adsorbed gas molecule has a distinctive chemical shift from the free gas in the tube, and the head space is well-defined inside the RF coil. Another ex situ dosing method requires the use of valved NMR tubes purchasable from glass manufacturers for reasonable prices. We recommend purchasing one with a compression fitting that allows for easy exchange from the sealing apparatus. The sample should be properly evacuated, brought to the same pressure and temperature condition(s) as the planned NMR experiment, and allowed to reach equilibrium. Next, the valve should be closed and brought to ambient conditions before inserting the sample in the magnet. The advantage of this ex situ dosing method is that it allows the researcher a high degree of precision in matching the conditions of an adsorption isotherm. The disadvantage of the technique is that it requires the researcher to use a NMR probe that will accept the geometry of a long glass tube. Most SSNMR probes have a geometry that is not compatible with long glass tubes.

SSNMR experiments that require magic angle spinning have been accessed experimentally by placing a flame-sealed capillary tube inside the rotors and then spinning with caution to avoid a rotor explosion or rotor failure. Another ex situ dosing option is the use of a CO$_2$ “glove box” or cavern method$^{77}$ for sample preparation, as it provides the most ideal loading environment for samples requiring MAS. It is recommended that a rotor with a gas tight cap, normally accompanied by sealing O-ring (e.g., Bruker) rotors, or a sealing cell insert (e.g., Doty rotors), should be used. If the rotor is not gastight, it is possible for the CO$_2$ leak to the atmosphere. In this approach, the MAS rotor is loaded with the activated MOF, and placed under vacuum onto a stabilizing stage inside a small cavern, as shown in Figure 10, equipped with a vacuum pump, as gas in flow, and a mechanical lever operated from outside the chamber enabling the capping of either the sealing cell or the rotor without disturbing the cavern pressure. The cavern atmospheric pressure, gas composition, and temperature may be controlled to define the pressure at which the MOF was loaded and sealed. The advantage of this ex situ method is that the researcher may match the condition of experimentally determine adsorption isotherms. The disadvantage of this method is that the apparatus is more costly to have machined and may potentially waste a significant amount of expense on isotopically enriched gas.

Another extremely useful sample preparation method is the in situ approach. This requires careful measurement of the down stream sample pressure and temperature in the presence of a strong magnetic field. Although complex, many groups have been able to construct specialized SSNMR probes$^{78}$ and a top-loading apparatus$^{79}$ that achieve true in situ operation. This method of study allows for the most accurate measurements of NMR observables and the thermodynamic state.

5.2. Advancing the Understanding of Adsorbed Species Relaxation

The use of relaxometry to understand adsorption dynamics in MOF is underutilized. We note that for every NMR experiment conducted with MOFs the relaxation parameters are typically quantified to determine the optimal experimental parameters, such as the delays associated with signal averaging. Yet this relaxation is rarely mentioned in published investigations. The barrier to reporting such data is that it opens a whole new avenue of interpretation, often requiring complex applications of molecular models, which are further complicated by the presence of framework. This is particularly true if quantifying a relaxation rate trend with respect to some change in the state of the adsorbent–adsorbate system (loading, temperature, time). Given the simple linear geometry of the CO$_2$ molecule, however, interpretation of powder chemical shift spectra constrains the types of molecular motion to be considered.

There are two principal questions that all investigators must ask to extract useful information from relaxation parameters: What is the “normal” relaxation behavior of pure CO$_2$, and what is the deviation from the normal behavior due to the confinement within a specific type of MOF? It is important to note that extensive work has been conducted by leaders in shale gas$^{80}$ and xenon NMR$^{81}$ research fields that can greatly benefit the interpretation of relaxometry data of CO$_2$ and other gases. We have found these references to be particularly helpful: Gas Phase NMR edited by Karol Jackowski and Micha Jaszuski (2016) contains many useful chapters; a basic introduction to models that describe the molecular reorientation of gases is found in ref$^{38}$; in ref$^{75}$ the investigators have conducted a number of experimental and theoretical studies and reviews that are not specific to CO$_2$ and there is substantial shale gas literature published in the 20th century that establishes the basic behavior of CO$_2$ at various pressures and temperatures as a pure species$^{82}$ and within rocks.

5.3. Increasing Collaboration with Simulation Groups To Calculate NMR Observables

Because of its highly sensitive probe of local electronic structure and motion, NMR is uniquely suited to be paired with physical simulations of host–guest interactions. All NMR experiments assess how spin ensembles in specific states relax to equilibrium after a perturbation. That perturbation is due to a strategically selected pulse sequence that activates a pathway to nuclear spin excited states and controls the allowed avenues for relaxation. As demonstrated by the literature, the NMR community can span the necessary thermodynamic experimental space, as well as naturally sample a wide range of times scales (Hz−MHz), so as to compare with molecular dynamics simulations and first principle calculations of electronic structure (e.g., density functional theory (DFT) methods). The MolSim MOF community$^{83}$ has shown an enormous capacity for screening capacity, selectivities, and other performance criteria, as well as representing the details of molecular physics that influence host–guest interactions, yet suffers enormously from a lack of comparable experimental data directly sensitive to these physics. This community would benefit greatly from validation of these interaction forces (or
force fields). The discernment of the complex hopping motion of CO₂ in Mg-MOF-74 illustrates well the synergism possible when combining simulation and theory.
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